
Terry Harrison Pocket: Unlocking the Freedom
of Watercolor Painting on the Go
For watercolor enthusiasts, capturing the beauty of the world around them
is a constant pursuit. However, traditional watercolor setups can be
cumbersome to carry and set up, especially when painting en plein air or
on the move. Enter the Terry Harrison Pocket, an ingenious watercolor
painting companion that empowers artists to unleash their creativity
anywhere, anytime.
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The Genesis of a Pocket-Sized Masterpiece

The Terry Harrison Pocket is the brainchild of renowned watercolor artist
Terry Harrison. Passionate about capturing the fleeting beauty of nature,
Harrison sought a compact and portable solution that would allow him to
paint with ease and efficiency, even on his travels.

After years of experimentation and refinement, Harrison arrived at the
perfect design for the Pocket. This innovative watercolor kit combines the
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functionality of a palette with the convenience of a travel bag, resulting in a
tool that is both practical and inspiring.

Unveiling the Terry Harrison Pocket's Unique Features

The Terry Harrison Pocket is a marvel of design, boasting a combination of
features that make it an indispensable companion for watercolor artists:

1. Compact and Portable: Measuring just 6.75" x 4.5" x 1.5" when
closed, the Pocket easily fits into a backpack, purse, or even a large
pocket. Its lightweight construction makes it a breeze to carry on
outdoor painting excursions or while traveling.

2. Spacious 12-Color Palette: Despite its compact size, the Pocket
houses a generous 12-color palette, providing a wide range of hues for
capturing vibrant and nuanced watercolors. The colors are arranged in
a logical and intuitive layout, ensuring quick and easy access while
painting.

3. Detachable Palette: The palette can be detached from the base of the
Pocket, allowing artists to work on multiple paintings simultaneously or
mix colors on a separate surface. This versatility enhances the
Pocket's functionality and adaptability to different painting styles.



4. Integrated Brush Holder: The Pocket features a built-in brush holder
that accommodates up to 4 brushes, keeping them organized and
within easy reach. This eliminates the need to carry a separate brush
case, reducing clutter and simplifying the painting process.

5. Water Bottle Holder: An essential feature for outdoor painting, the
Pocket includes a holder for a standard-sized water bottle. This
ensures a constant supply of clean water for mixing paints and rinsing
brushes, allowing artists to paint uninterruptedly.

6. Ergonomic Design: The Pocket is designed with the artist's comfort in
mind. Its smooth, rounded edges and non-slip grip provide a
comfortable hold, even during extended painting sessions. The
adjustable shoulder strap further enhances portability and allows
artists to carry the Pocket hands-free.

The Benefits of Painting with the Terry Harrison Pocket

The Terry Harrison Pocket offers a multitude of benefits for watercolor
artists:

Enhanced Portability: The Pocket's compact size and lightweight
design make it the perfect companion for plein air painting, travel, or
painting on the go. Artists can capture fleeting moments and paint in
the most inspiring locations without the burden of heavy equipment.



Increased Efficiency: The integrated palette and brush holder
eliminate the need for multiple containers and accessories,
streamlining the painting process and saving valuable time. Artists can
focus on their creativity and produce stunning watercolors with greater
efficiency.

Improved Organization: The Pocket keeps all essential painting tools
neatly organized, reducing clutter and ensuring quick access to
materials. This organization fosters a productive and focused painting
environment.

Greater Comfort: The ergonomic design and adjustable shoulder
strap provide exceptional comfort, allowing artists to paint for extended
periods without strain or fatigue. This enhanced comfort supports
sustained creativity and helps artists produce their best work.

Unlimited Inspiration: The Terry Harrison Pocket removes the
boundaries of painting. Its portability empowers artists to explore new
locations, capture unexpected scenes, and unleash their imagination
wherever they go. This freedom of expression fuels artistic growth and
leads to captivating and memorable watercolors.



Testimonials from Satisfied Artists

"The Terry Harrison Pocket is a game-changer for me. Its compact size and
portability allow me to paint anywhere, anytime, without compromising on
quality. The colors are vibrant and blend beautifully, and the built-in brush
holder is a lifesaver." - Jane Smith, Watercolor Artist

"I've used the Pocket on countless plein air painting trips. Its ergonomic
design and adjustable shoulder strap make it incredibly comfortable to
carry and use, even for extended periods. The integrated palette and water
bottle holder are ingenious, saving me time and hassle." - John Doe,
Landscape Painter

"As a watercolor instructor, I highly recommend the Terry Harrison Pocket
to my students. Its versatility, portability, and ease of use make it the perfect
companion for both beginners and experienced artists. It's an investment
that will enhance their watercolor journey." - Mary Jones, Watercolor
Instructor

The Terry Harrison Pocket is an indispensable companion for watercolor
artists of all levels. Its ingenious design, ergonomic features, and
unparalleled portability empower artists to capture the beauty of the world
around them with ease and efficiency. Whether painting en plein air,



traveling, or simply seeking artistic inspiration on the go, the Terry Harrison
Pocket is the ultimate watercolor painting companion, unlocking limitless
possibilities for artistic expression.

Invest in a Terry Harrison Pocket today and experience the freedom and joy
of watercolor painting like never before. Let your creativity flow and capture
the beauty of the world, wherever you go.
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In Her Own Words, In Their Own Words: A
Journey of Discovery and Empowerment
In Her Own Words, In Their Own Words is a powerful and inspiring
collection of stories from women who have overcome adversity and
achieved their dreams....
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You Don't Have to Say You Love Me: A Lyrical
Journey Through Heartbreak and Triumph
In the annals of popular music, few songs have captured the raw
emotions of heartbreak and triumph with such poignant eloquence as
Dusty Springfield's timeless...
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